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A GENERALIZED KLEENE-MOSCHOVAKIS THEOREM

LEO HARRINGTON,1 LEFTERIS KIROUSIS AND JOHN SCHLIPF2

Abstract. Moschovakis generalized a theorem of Kleene to prove that if %

is a collection of subsets of any acceptable structure 2JÎ such that (SK, 9C) N

A¡ comprehension, every hyperelementary subset of ÜR is in 9t. We prove

an analogous result for arbitrary 2Ji. We also get analogous results for 2JÎ

with an extra quantifier Q.

In [74] Moschovakis generalizes a theorem of Kleene to prove that over any

acceptable structure 21c, the smallest nonempty set 9C of subsets of 21c such

that (2ic, 9C> i= A\ comprehension is the set of hyperelementary subsets of 21c.

Since then, interest in generalizations has arisen. First, in light of recent work

with extra quantifiers, Moschovakis has asked whether the same result holds

with an extra monotone quantifier Q. (This we show to be false.) Second,

recursion-theoretic work over nonacceptable structures has now aroused

interest. (See, e.g., Barwise [75].) In this spirit we eliminate most of the coding

machinery from the proof.

We follow generally notation from Moschovakis [74] and Barwise [75], [76].

We assume fixed finite language £ for a structure Uli; we consider sentences

both with and without the Q quantifier, a monotone quantifier on the

structure 21c. We use capital letters for second order variables (ranging over

elements of %). By a first order (i.e. £„„ or £(£)„„ formula) we mean a

formula with no second order quantifiers-we specifically allow second order

parameters. We let Qx stand for -\ Qx -\.

Definition. A formula $ is 2j (resp. 2j((2)) if it is of the form

3XX- ■ ■ 3Xn<p(Xi ■ ■ ■ XnYy) for <p in taa (resp. £(Ô\J. $ is essentially

2{((2) if it is in the smallest class of formulas containing the £((?)«« formulas

and closed under f\, \J, 3x, Vx, Qx, Qx, and 3X.

Definition. Let 3DÎ be a structure and let % be a collection of subsets of 2JÎ

(or W). We say r ç 21c (or W) is Aj definable over <2Jc, 9C> if both Y and

UJÎ — Y (or 3Ji" - Y) are definable by 2} formulas (with parameters from 21c

and %). We say <2R, 9C> i= A¡CA (A¡ Comprehension Axiom) if every subset
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of SER (or W) which is A{ definable over <5DÎ, 9C> is an element of 9C. We

similarly define A{(ß) definable, essentially A[(ß) definable, etc.

Theorem 1 [Barwise-Gandy-Moschovakis]. Let Tt be a structure and let

% be the collection of subsets ofWt (or W) in the smallest admissible set above

Wl (i.e., the smallest admissible set built upon the set 1DI of urelements and

containing Wl as an element-Barwise's HYP^). Then (Wl, 9C> 1= Aj CA.

Proof. Fairly obvious-done in great detail in Barwise and Schlipf [76]. □

Definition. We say an admissible set is weakly Q-admissible if it satisfies

the Ay-separation and Ay-collection axioms for Ay formulas containing ß's

(i.e., bounded Q quantifiers). (Note that in our context all ß's and ß's are

bounded since the Q is a quantifier on 3JÎ and 5D? will be an element of each

of our admissible sets.) We say the admissible set is strongly Q-admissible if,

in addition, it satisfies Q collection:

Qx E m3ytp(x,y, z) =>3b Qx E 3K3v G btp(x,y, z),

Qx E W3y<p(x,y, z) => 3b Qx E W3y E btp(x,y, z)

for tp a Ay formula-i.e., containing only bounded quantifiers (including Q's).

Definition. Let HYP^, HYP^ q and HYP^ q denote the smallest admis-

sible set above Tt, the smallest weakly ß-admissible set above Wl, and the

smallest strongly ß-admissible set above UDÎ, respectively. Many cases are

known where HYPTO? ̂  HYP^,r

Theorem 2 (Obvious generalization). Let W be a structure and let % be

the collection of subsets of m (or W1) which are in HYP^. Then (W, 9C> N

A|(ß)CA. Similarly, if % is the set of subsets of 2R (or W) in HYP^ q, then

(m, %} \= essential A¡(0)CA.

In the cases where Wl has an inductive pairing function or a

deterministic-ß-inductive pairing function (which we define below), or a

ß-inductive pairing function, we get full converses to Theorems 1 and 2. We

prove the converses following the basic idea of Moschovakis-showing that

each stage of each inductive definition, except possibly the last stage, is in the

appropriate %.

We define (positive, elementary) inductive and Q-(positive, elementary)-

inductive as usual. A formula tp(x, R+) is deterministic if it is in the smallest

class of formulas containing the atomic formulas and closed under A, V> "1>

3x, and Vx, and under Q'x and Q'x where

Q'x(<p, ift) is 3x(<p A *) V[Vx(tp V *) A ß*9j.

ß'x(<p, 4i) is 3x(<p A *) V[Vx(tp v ^) A &xq>].

(Here we follow Barwise [76] except in notation.)

Definition. Let HE^, HE^, and HE^9 denote the set of hyperele-

mentary (i.e., inductive and coinductive), deterministic- ß-hyperelementary

(i.e.,   inductive   and   coinductive   from   inductive   definitions   given   by
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deterministic- ^-formulas),   and   (2-hyperelementary  relations  on  21c.   Let

Rel(2),c) be the set of all relations on 21c.

Theorem 3 [After Barwise-Gandy-Moschovakis; due in this generality to

Barwise].

HFim E HYPTO n Rel(ÜR);    WE^ E HYPTO>9 n Rel(21c);

HE*,, E HYP* ? n Rel(2Jc).

(Thus the same conclusion holds if we restrict ourselves to a fixed arity.) If

2R has an inductive pairing function, a deterministic- (¿-inductive pairing

function, or a (¿-inductive pairing function, respectively, the three inclusions

become equalities.

Proof. See Barwise [75], [76].   □

Definition. A formula (p(x, R+) is ID (in inductive-disjunctive form) if it is

of the form <p, V • ■ • V <P„> where each of the <p,-'s is of the form 3y$¡, Vyt/>,,

or ip¡, where \¡/¡ is quantifier free. A formula is dQ-lD (in deterministic-Q-

inductive-disjunctive form) if we also allow the <p,'s to be of the form

ÖX'/'/. Xi) and Q'y(^, xi) for t//„ x, quantifier free.

Lemma 4 [Well known]. For every q>(xx, . . . , xk R+) of t(R)uu there is an

ID \p(xx ■ • • xn S+) of ^(S)^, such that the fixed point Iv is a section of 1^.

For every deterministic cp(x, R+) of ^(RXQ)^ there is a dQ-ID \f/(x, R+)

such that 1'v is a section of 7^.

Definition. A pseudohierarchy for a formula <p(xx ■ ■ ■ xk R+) on a

structure 21c is a subset 77 of 21c2* with the following properties, where x < y

abbreviates (xx ■ ■ ■ xkyx ■ ■ ■ yk) EH; x ~y abbreviates 3c < y /\y < x;

and x < y abbreviates je < y /\ y ^ x :

(1) < is a (nonstrict) partial ordering of the field of < in which all

elements are comparable.

(2) ~ is an equivalence relation on its field.

(3) Vy £ field( < ) V3c((3c < y) «* q>(x, {z:z < y})).

Intuitively, a pseudohierarchy is supposed to code-under nice circum-

stances-an initial segment of the inductive construction of Ir Clearly, if the

< relation of the pseudohierarchy is well founded, that is the case. But more

importantly, we have the following result:

Lemma 5. Let H be a pseudohierarchy for <p on W. If the relation <

determined by 77 is not well founded, then for any y in the nonwellfounded part,

and for any z E 1^, z < y.

Proof. By induction |?| . For successor levels "back up" to an earlier level

in the nonwellfounded part. (Phocion Kolaitis has noted that we do not even

need to assume that < is transitive for this result.)   □

Theorem 6. Let X be a collection of 2k-ary relations on 2Jc; let <2Jc,9C> l=
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essential Aj(ß) CA; and let <p(xx • • • xk R+) E t(R)(Q)uu. Let z E Iv. Then

iix,y): |S|¥ < \y\v < \z\9} G %.

Proof. We prove this by induction on \z\v, following the general outline of

Moschovakis' proof, but using pseudohierarchies to avoid the second stage

comparison theorem. (Alternatively, we could use Aczel's proof of that

theorem.) The result is trivial if \z\v is 0 or a successor ordinal. Let X = \z\v

be a limit. Clearly |3c|v < \y\v < \z\v iff <2W, 9C> 1= 3H (H is a pseu-

dohierarchy for <p and (x,y) G H and z £ field(H)). Thus we need only find

an essentially 2} definition of the complement of this relation. That definition

is clear once we show that [x: \x\ > \z\v) E %. The complement of this set

is clearly 2{ by the same argument as before. So we need but show the set is

essentially 2j.

K>K^^{y-\y\v<\Av})

**<K?' [y- \K <\*\<p a|?i„ <\i]v})
<=> <¡p(z, {y: 3H E % (H is a pseudohierarchy

for tp and jf,íí field(/7) and^ G field(/7 ))}),

and the last formula, interpreted over (ïïl, 9C), is obviously essentially S¡

since tp is Ä-positive.   fj

Theorem 7. Let % be a collection of 2k-ary relations on 2R; let <3JÍ, 9C> 1=

AjCA (respectively, Aj(ß)CA); and let <p(xx • • • xk R+) be ID (resp. dQ-ID).

LetzE IS Then {(x,y): \x\w < \y\v < \z\v) E %.

Proof. Exactly as for Theorem 6, save that we need to get a 2¡ definition

of (x: \x\v > \z\9) instead of an essentially 2j definition. We use the normal

form to carry out the same sort of trick Moschovakis did with the coding. We

have that tp(z, {y: \y\v < \z\v))-thus that (Wl, %) 1= tp(z, [y: 3H(H is a

pseudohierarchy for <p and y E field(/Y) and z" G field(H)))). And we assu-

med that <p(z, R+) is of the form

y 3^(z,p,Ä+)vv vphfrp,R+ )■
i<k j<l

Now I<x = Uß<xIß- One of the existential disjuncts could not hold at

z, I<x, since it would then hold at some z, Ia for ß < X, contradicting the

fact that |z|   = X. So for suitable if/-,

^jil,p,I<ß)

holds first for ß = X. Define (p, y) to be in Z iff

(2JÎ, %}\=3H (// is a pseudohierarchy for q> and z tj field(/f )

and y E field(i/) andt^(7,p, field(rY)),

and this last fails for all proper initial segments of H

(under the < relation defined before))
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iff
(W, 9C> l= V77 (77 is a pseudohierarchy for <p and z g field(77)

and uV(z,/>, field(7/)) =»y e field(77)).

So Z E %. But then |3clv > |z|ç <» Vp((/>, x) g Z).   Q
Clearly, if 2Jc has a definable pairing function we can code W upon 2Jc

elementarily. And if 2JÎ has a hyperelementary pairing function we can do

such coding inside any collection of 2&-ary relations % such that <3Jc, 9C> N

AjCA if the pairing function is defined inductively by a /^-variable ID

formula. Similar remarks hold for dQ-lD and £(£?)„„ defining formulas.

Thus, combining previous results, we get:

Theorem 8. Let 2R have a definable pairing function. Then the set of

hyperelementary subsets of W (resp. deterministic-Q-hyperelementary or Q-

hyperelementary subsets of 21c) is the smallest collection % of subsets of 2Jc such

<2Tc, 9C> N AjCA (resp. A|(f2)CA or essential A\(Q)CA).

Theorem 9. Let Tl have an inductive pairing function given by the ID (resp.

dQ-ID or t(Q)(M) formula <p(xx • • • xH R+). Then the set of hyperelementary

(resp. deterministic-Q-hyperelementary or Q-hyperelementary) 2n-ary relations

on 21c is the smallest collection % of 2n-ary relations on 21c such that

<2R, 9C> t= A¡CA (resp. A¡(2)CA, or essential A|(0CA).

Open problem. We have not identified the smallest % such that (Tt, 9C>

1= AjCA in the case that Wl does not have a pairing function, nor, say, in the

case that % is a collection of subsets of 2R and 2!c has only an inductive

pairing function. We have only given bounds upon what this 9C may be. And

the analogous gap appears in our knowledge of A¡(f2)CA and

essential A\(Q)CA.
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